Measuring a grouser plate for fitting rubber pads.

Grouser dimensions
A = _____mm (side to centre of Chain hole)
B = _____mm (centre of hole to centre of other hole)
C = _____mm (centre of chain bolt hole to side)
D = _____mm (side to centre of chain bolt hole)
E = _____mm (centre of hole to centre of other hole)
F = _____mm (Centre of bolt hole to side)
G = _____mm
H = _____mm
I = _____mm (chain bolt hole diameter)

Number of grouser plates per track _____

U = _____mm (grouser width)
V = _____mm (depth/clearence)
W = _____mm
X = _____mm
Y = _____mm
Z = _____mm (thickness)

Rubber Pad bolt hole Dimensions
P1 = _____mm
P2 = _____mm
P3 = _____mm
P4 = _____mm